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TOUGHEST MILITARY JOBS

WEAPONOLOGY

4 x 60 / Military Channel / 2009 / ID: 128459

Series 1-2: 26 x 60 / 2006 / ID: 120188

Defending a nation is no easy task. Explore
the most difficult and dangerous jobs on
land, in the air, at sea and at military bases
across the country. What does it take to
keep every person safe and all high-tech
equipment operating at the highest caliber
demanded by the world’s most powerful
fighting force?

Today’s battlefield is dominated by hyperlethal super-weapons. But how did these
weapons evolve? Weaponology takes a
high-tech future weapon and unlocks its
family tree, tracing the roots of its
existence. Discover what links a 19th
Century Scottish pastor to the assault rifle
and a seed-planting device to the machine
gun.

BACKYARD TO BATTLEFIELD
1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2008 / ID: 124258

As the nature of battle continues to change,
the U.S. military is working on a new breed
of tools. Backyard to Battlefield explores the
path inventors take in their garages,
basements, dorms and labs as they construct
amazing gadgets, vehicles and equipment, all
of which will be used by the U.S. armed
forces.

WEAPONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2006 / ID: 133110

What ten weapons have truly altered the
course of history? Richard “Mack”
Machowicz hosts this top ten countdown
and gets hands on with many of the
weapons. Their history and significance
are also discussed by a number of world
leading experts.

FUTUREWEAPONS

TWO WEEKS IN HELL

Series 1-3: 29 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2005 / ID: 25150,
25429, 25550

1 x 120 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25953

Ex-Navy SEAL Richard Machowicz takes us on
a wild ride in his international search to find
the latest ultimate weapon. We explore the
science and technology that goes into
developing these lethal tools - and we’ll
meet the bizarre characters who devote
their lives to inventing new ways to
obliterate the enemy.

The U.S. Army Special Forces Green Berets
are America’s unconventional warfare
specialists. They are experts in guerrilla
warfare and subversion. Candidates must
survive a grueling, two-week selection
process that includes constant observation
and challenging physical and mental
conditioning and an interview specifically
designed to break each applicant.

SHOWDOWN: AIR COMBAT

CHRIS RYAN’S ELITE POLICE

7 x 60 / Military Channel / 2006 / ID: 120353

Hosted by U.S. Air Force Major Paul “Max”
Mogo, Showdown: Air Combat recreates
some of history’s most compelling aerial
combat maneuvers with restored aircrafts
from every era of airborne warfare. Gain
compelling insight into each aircraft’s
strengths and weaknesses, its place in the
evolutionary timeline of design innovation,
and the ground-breaking battle tactics
employed in each confrontation.

8 x 60 / Discovery UK / 2008 / ID: 126260

Chris Ryan is an ex-SAS hero embedded
with some of the toughest, most
sophisticated police forces around the
world. This visceral and immersive series
features nonstop action from inside of the
world’s most elite crime fighting units
including those in Brazil, Colombia and
Mexico.
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HEAVY METAL TASKFORCE

AT SEA

Series 1-2: 16 x 60 / Discovery UK / 2008-2011

3 x 60 / Military Channel / 2013 / ID: 127637

Heavy Metal Task Force features some of the
most amazing machines on the planet and
their specialist crews, taking on the most
incredible and difficult engineering
challenges. From rescuing a passenger ship
in frozen arctic waters to transporting fully
assembled Airbus A320 wings, each episode
features three different missions.

Today the U.S. Navy is responsible for a
wider array of missions than ever before
and is in the midst of making radical
technological advances that will change
the way they protect the seas. At Sea
takes an in-depth look at the men, women
and technology that make the U.S. Navy
the most powerful maritime force on
Earth.

SCIENCE OF THE ELITE SOLDIER
1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2009 / ID: 128162

Get the inside scoop on Land Warrior, an
advanced infantry technology that is putting
state-of-the-art navigation and
communication in the hands, and on the
backs, of American soldiers. Science of the
Elite Soldier gives an in-depth look into the
function of the system and follows the 5-2
Infantry brigade as they prepare to deploy to
Afghanistan with Land Warrior.
TOP SNIPER

CRASHES THAT CHANGED FLYING
2 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25942

Ten landmark air accidents shaped the
future of flying – today’s safest form of
travel. Recount the ripped fuselages,
exploding fuel tanks and runway overruns
that triggered engineers to painstakingly
pinpoint the causes and encouraged them
to invent crucial safety improvements.
These technological breakthroughs have
caused air accident rates to drop by 65% in
the last 20 years.

5 x 60 / Military Channel / 2007-2008 / ID: 123501, 125892

Each year the Sniper School at Ft. Benning,
Georgia holds a competition designed to
bring the world’s elite sniper teams together
and give them the most realistic training
available. From intense urban firefights with
grenades and machine gun fire, to night
helicopter insertions, the line between
competition and combat begins to blur.

FEATS OF VALOR

ULTIMATE WEAPONS

MISSION DEMOLITION

6 x 60 / Military Channel / 2008 / ID: 126980

3 x 60 / Military Channel / 2009 / ID: 127597

Ultimate Weapons is a high-octane look at
the ultimate in modern weapontry. Witness
the power of cutting-edge weapons with indepth analysis and count down to what
some believe are the best in sniper rifles,
tanks, artillery and robotic warriors.
Understand what makes them the ultimate
weapons in their class.

Mission Demolition follows a class of
soldiers enrolled in the U.S. Army’s ultraintense combat engineer Sapper Leader
Course, one of the toughest most arduous
elite soldier training schools in the
military. Can the candidates survive
demolition, mountaineering, airborne and
waterborne operations, as well as foreign
weapon exercises, land navigation and
contingency threat training?

1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2009 / ID: 127596

Featuring three incredible acts of courage,
Feats of Valor celebrates the remarkable
heroes, of the Vietnam War, Korean War,
and WWII, who risked their lives to save
their fellow soldiers, receiving the Medal
of Honor for their bravery and sacrifice.
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ULTIMATE WARFARE: LOCKED AND
RELOADED
10 x 60 / American Heroes Channel / 2013 / ID: 143330

Ultimate Warfare takes viewers on a totally
immersive journey that portrays real-life
combat from the soldier's-eye-view of battle.
From battlefields of wars past and present,
the series documents the most decisive
modern military battles from the first-person
perspective of the servicemen who lived to
tell the tale, and combines authentic
battlefield footage and highly stylized
recreations with CGI and cutting-edge
graphics.

BULLET POINTS
5 x 60 / Military Channel / 2012 / ID: 137363

Each action-packed episode of Bullet
Points dives into history’s most important
battles to learn their larger significance to
the outcome of the war. Through a
combination of narration, top expert
analysis with cutting-edge computer
generated imagery, eyewitness accounts
and archival footage, witness the fastpaced, riveting version of how wars are
won.
CIA BLACK OPS
1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2012 / ID: 140052

MANHUNT
7 x 60 / 2013 / ID: 139135

Former Navy Seal Joel Lambert against the
world’s most elite military and law
enforcement tracking teams. With only what
he can carry on his back, Joel plays an
extreme version of hide and seek in
unknown and treacherous terrain as he
attempts to evade capture in 48 hours or
less.
REVEALED: NATIONAL DEFENCE ACADEMY
1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2012 / ID: 137217

At the crack of dawn, the campus of the
National Defence Academy comes alive.
Columns of cadets charge out to the Quarter
Deck chanting their drill commands. The
chorus resonates across the stillness of the
campus. India has the third largest Army,
fourth largest Air Force and the seventh
largest Navy in the world. This is the world’s
first tri-service training academy that creates
gentlemen and warriors.Welcome to the
NDA. The National Defence Academy is a
premier training institute for building a
strong foundation for future leaders of the
defence forces. Khadakwasla, a suburb of
the city of Pune, houses the NDA, the cradle
for leadership. Originally, Dehradun was
suggested as the site for the creation of the
Academy. But this was changed to
Khadakwasla. This is the story of 5 cadets as
they make their way through the final term
of NDA to become officers and gentlemen.

They are known as the tip of the spear–the
CIA’s Special Activities Division. They are
the elite operators tasked with carrying
out the agency’s most classified missions.
Now former CIA operatives shed light on
some of the CIA’s blackest operations.
FOREIGN SPECIAL OPS
1 x 60 / Military Channel / 2012 / ID: 140054

Around the world, Special Operations
forces form an elite brotherhood. They are
the tip of the spear in the war on terror.
Spanning the globe, we go deep inside the
Tier One assets that rival the training and
experience of US Navy SEALS and Delta
Force. We take you behind the closed
doors of the British SAS, where 'who
dares, wins' takes on some of the most
difficult operations in Special Forces
history.
FUTURE FIREPOWER
3 x 60 / Military Channel / 2012 / ID: 26549

Buckle up for an amazing journey through
the world’s most advanced weapons
laboratories. See, hear and feel the latest
technology with the weaponry of future
flight. The lab brings you lasers, ray-guns,
super-fast electric missiles, machinegun
toting robots, flying Humvees and much
more.
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